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Chapter 1 : calendrierdelascience.com - Book Series in Order
Red Moon by David S Michaels and Daniel Brenton is spectacular and I put it in the top 40 sci fi books of ALL TIME!
That's saying a lot. Red Moon is pages of action paced adventure.

The Russians had the lead and then things started falling apart for them while the US seemed to have good
luck going for them. The chapters concern a journey to the moon by a trio of scientists - one American, one
Russian, and one Aussie - to search for ice to solve the energy problems of Earth I liked it. The chapters
concern a journey to the moon by a trio of scientists - one American, one Russian, and one Aussie - to search
for ice to solve the energy problems of Earth. Supposedly, Russia, the US, and other nations are combined in a
battle against China and Middle Eastern countries under a Caliphate to dominate the earth. My favorite
character was Cosmonaut Berlinski. Now he had it rough! He was also the subject of the thriller component of
the novel - who was he and why was there no record of him? For that matter, why was there no record to be
found of the Russian program to land a man on the moon? Definitely worth the read. But I should also say that
I think science fiction always has a leg up â€” a page up? The novel is by David S. Michaels and Daniel
Brenton. You never heard of them, right? The background of the novel: The Soviets jump-started the space
age with Sputnik in They got the first animals and then the first people up into space. They sent spacecraft â€”
with no people â€” to the moon. They were on the verge of getting people there. They find a Russian ship.
Who got there first, Apollo 11 or this ship? How much does it matter? How many lies are told? How many
lives are forfeited? Is the fate of the Earth suborned to politics? I liked the premise. The book moves quickly.
It follows three story lines and two timelines. I did In a moon landing is performed. I did not attempt to think
too far ahead, just took it as it came. I had to overlook a lot of grammatical problems, that were sometimes
distracting. There were a few technical things to ignored. Despite those complaints, I rated it high because it
was good enough to overcoming short comings. I did not relate strongly with any of the characters, but I did
feel for their plights and stupidity. Tom Clancy meets Danielle Steel. I will never look at 5 star reviews from
Amazon the same way again! It would be useful to find water on the moon. Processing helium 3 out of the
lunar regolith for use in fusion would certainly be one way of addressing future energy needs on Earth. The ice
would surely come from comets The helium 3 is an isotope of helium that would surely arriv The plot: The
helium 3 is an isotope of helium that would surely arrive on the solar wind Maybe their idea is that the comet
acquired some helium 3 on a trip around the sun, before crashing into a shadowed crater on the moon?
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Chapter 2 : Why didnâ€™t Jesus return during the blood-red moon of ?
Red Moon has 76 ratings and 14 reviews. Andreas said: The plot of this story is set in , with humans back on the Moon
looking for fusion power fuel.

This in fact is a real idea. Intrigue and double crosses soon follow, as more evidence both in Moscow and on
the Moon come to light. The authors obviously did their homework; the enormous Proton rocket and several
elements of the early Soviet space program were real beasts. Much has been said about the American Apollo
program; very little has ever been mentioned about is shadowy Soviet cousin. The Russians were in the habit
of revealing accomplishment only when or if they were successes. Such was the hysteria of the Cold War; if
the Russians were doing it, how could we afford not to? It was like the X-files without Scully! As the new
NASA initiative amps up over the next decade, a new generation will become familiar with adventures on the
lunar surface. The action itself picks up toward the tail end of the book. As Project Prometheus explores the
cold war era landing site, intrigue and double crosses abound, both on the Moon and on the energy starved
Earth. What happened to cosmonaut Belinsky? What were his last moments like? The timeline flashes
between and through-out. As the crew is desperately seeking the almost mythical source, time is running out.
A tiny mistake, I knowâ€¦but it was fun to watch the Earth never set, as the doomed cosmonaut would have!
But much of the history is real. The authors obviously did their research on the early space program. The
Proton and Luna 15 were all real creations, and the idea all too plausible. As we return to the Moon, hopefully
to stay this time, the old Apollo missions will move to the forefront of national conscience. Read Red Moon,
to get a glimpse of an earlier, forgotten era. And hell, the intrigue makes it just good fun! Although the Cold
War may be fading away into history, its lessons do not. Folks forget just how desperate those times were!
And check out the Red Moon website; you can even download three chapters free of charge! And finally, for
more on the secret Soviet space program check out this online Nova episode!
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Chapter 3 : READ ONLINE Red Moon pdf by Benjamin Percy for free. Book available for free download.
RED MOON is a BIG book in every way, nothing less than an epic of man's struggle to explore space and conquer his
own baser nature. The characters are deep and involving, the suspense heart-stopping, and the conclusion remarkably
uplifting.

Set a few decades in the future, the U. Instead of an endwar we have a Russian insurgency in Canada and jack
being done about it on the part of the U. If you were hoping for intense set piece battles that would decide the
fate of the U. There is no character development and the characters themselves are generic in every sense of I
read this book because I heard it involves a war on Canadian soil and was curious what this take be like. He is
well-knowledge about American military materiel and paraphernalia but dumb regarding Canada and the
landscape. I do felt sorry that Oh book club, you make me read things I would normally not touch with a ten
foot pole. Not because I hate books based on video games but because I have never come across or
encountered a book that I rated highly that is from video game stock any game really and thus generally do my
best to ignore that juncture all together. With that said, there is a steak dinner on the line. Paul Stenske Sure,
why not. Fast paced from beginning to end. Enjoyed reading it, but disappointed that the author had The Prez
make irrational decisions in order to create more suspense in a couple of the storylines. Wished there was a
little more character development. With that said, it was good enough to make me want to read the next book
in the series. Anna I was hooked by the first 5 Chapters, then it lost me thereafter. I just finished it through
because I wanted to know who Snegurochka is. Sam A book based on a video game. Juan Navarro Endwar is
a terrible book, the spiritual continuation of the Op Center series. Ok i get that is supposed to be a book from
an american writer but realism anyone? The hysterical part is the air battles: Paul Wilson If you were
expecting an intelligent Tom Clancy plot line you thought wrong. Russians invade Canada, Canada The
American characters are based off of every G. The book is a good laugh, not an intelligent Red Storm Rising
counterpart. Alexander Bailey So for me this book was just okay. That being said it was still a somewhat
enjoyable book. JoAnn Ainsworth Hard hitting, dramatic. Looking forward to reading the next in the series.
Stephen A quick read. No real character development. Cesar Corona This book was okay. My favorite part
about this book is probably the parts where the action happens because the author is really good at describing
the scenes and it feels like an actual movie. My favorite character probably has to be the captain because of
how committed he is towards his team and how he wants them to succeed. The Penguin Group Inc. This is just
one of his countless books written about World W Barry Never judge a book by its cover, judge it by its
acknowledgements page. In smaller print, at the bottom, is the author, David Michaels. Oh right, the author.
The franchise administrators give thanks to half dozen people each from Ubisoft and the Blackhawk Products
Group. Endwar is based a video game. Weapons makers get prominent product placements. Clearly this is a
lucra This is the beginning of the end. The only ones with the power to stop them are the U. In the beginning
of the book, Sgt. Nathan Vatz and his team are on a mission to capture a Russ Alpha "I bought this book at my
local Publix because this game was catering to my curiosity. I never picked it up but all I know at that time
was this game was supposed to based on a modern World War in which oil is a major issue. Thus I picked this
book up to see - or at least get an understanding - of what the game would be like. It was actually a prequel to
the game and in some ways it makes it flawed to most people. I understand the hook of this boo Russia hires a
terrorist organization called the Green Brigade to wage attacks against the US. The us is suspicious of Russian
activities so it sends a special forces unit to Moscow to capture a Russian intelligence officer named Colonel
Doletskaya. Steve I never thought I would enjoy a book developed from a video game as much as I enjoyed
this one. I read it as a screen reading for my son who wants to read it, and I ended up liking it quite a lot more
than I was expecting. Joe Garwood This is not the sort of thing I would normally read, but it jumped off the
shelf at me at the drug store. There were a lot of characters to keep track of, and only a few were really fleshed
out. Josh I liked the pace of the book. It was engaging from the start. Thats about all it had going for it. The
action of it was good but it was all over the place and hard to follow. Every time a character was introduced in
the battle, they died in the same chapter, page, and even paragraph. I wished that the Russians were going to
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be more sinister villains than strategic diplomat types ju Hayden Remer Let the record show that this book was
the quickest I ever read. Is it a thought provoking book? Is it a great story? Is the dialogue on par with a
Quentin Tarantino movie? Is there any character development? Not really all characters are stereotypes. I
would put this book in my personal "Micheal Bay book" list, and let me tell you why. Its all action and brain
candy and it was a For those who like to play Halo every once in a while, perfect book. Americans kick some
tail in this book without much resistance. Russians are at it again, trying to take over the U. Gottshalk I have
read the Splinter Cell books and really enjoyed them. I thought EndWar would be similar: First of all, there
are way too many characters and moving parts. This is the kind of book where each chapter picks up another
mini-story about people I can hardly track. Second of all, the non-stop action is a bit much, even though it is
an interesting plot: O8ColtonW Wall i thought that this book was a good book because I like sifi and military.
I think it is a great book for teenagers and older. I like how it mentaly put you in the spot and mind of a
soildure in war.
Chapter 4 : bookrev: Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell by David Michaels - Dusk Before the Dawn
Recently, we had the distinct pleasure of reading Red Moon by David S. Michaels & Daniel Brenton. It is a near future
action thriller that posits an alternate history; could the Russians actually have secretly landed on the Moon before
Armstrong?

Chapter 5 : [David Michaels] â‹— EndWar (Tom Clancy's Endwar, #1) â‹® Books Online
A multinational mission to the moon's Sea of Crises to seek out Heliuma desperately needed energy source, puts the
world in danger as both American and Russian authorities scramble to cover what could be the biggest uproar ever who
landed on the moon first in ?

Chapter 6 : Results for David-Michaels | Book Depository
bookrev: Red Moon by David S. Michaels and Daniel Brenton by larry Â· November 22, The US-USSR space race
re-imagined, with historical fiction combined with a near-future earth on the brink; a great read, not just for NASA fans or
sci-fi fans, but all readers.

Chapter 7 : Red Moon by David S. Michaels & Daniel Brenton
Read "Red Moon" by David S. Michaels with Rakuten Kobo. A multinational mission to the moon's Sea of Crises to seek
out Heliuma desperately needed energy source, puts the wo.

Chapter 8 : Smashwords â€“ Red Moon â€“ a book by David S. Michaels & Daniel Brenton
Read pdf Red Moon absolutely for free at calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 9 : bookrev: Red Moon by David S. Michaels and Daniel Brenton - Dusk Before the Dawn
This isn't even the first book depicting lunar clashes between China and the US this year â€” David Pedreira's novel
Gunpowder Moon imagines geopolitical pawn pieces maneuvering around one.
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